
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In Chinese art-historical studies Ink Play (Moxi) is the phrase commonly used to 
desiganate scholar’s painting that is distinct from pianting of the painter-craftsmen and 
become the basis for the school of literati-painting. Huang Tingjian who was a scholar-
literate wrote the Poetic Exposition on Ink Play(Moxi Fu) to celebrate Su Shi’s brush works 
in 1088.
We could find two literary subjects from Huang Tingjian’s Poetic Exposition. Firstly 
why did absorbing in ‘drafting script’(cao shu san mei) mean a new set of brush works, 
secondly how was the new set of brush works free from two Wang(Wang Xizhi and Wang 
Xianzhi)’s traditonal set of practices and could form a new canon of painting. 
I wil investigate relevant colophons from this points in my paper.
A Literary Study on Ink Play
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